How to Play
You are playing as a team and trying to help the pandas meet each other. They can't do this unless there is a pathway of bamboo for them to eat.

Spin the spinner.
If the spinner lands on bamboo, cave or tree, place the picture piece showing either bamboo, cave or tree anywhere on the board.
If the spinner lands on the axe, remove a bamboo piece from the board (if there are no bamboo pieces on board, spin again).
Cave and tree pieces stay on the board, once placed.
Game ends when all cave and tree pieces have been placed on the board or within a specified time limit.
To win the game, there must be a pathway of bamboo from the left side of the board to the right.
A pathway means the bamboo hexagons must be next to each other and the pathway cannot be blocked by caves or trees.
It is possible that the game ends and you do not win.
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You are playing as a team and trying to help the pandas meet each other. They can't do this unless there is a pathway of bamboo for them to eat. 

Spin the spinner.

If the spinner lands on bamboo, cave or tree, place the picture piece showing either bamboo, cave or tree anywhere on the board. 

If the spinner lands on the axe, remove a bamboo piece from the board (if there are no bamboo pieces on board, spin again to continue play). 

Cave and tree pieces stay on the board, once placed.

Game ends when all cave and tree pieces have been placed on the board or within a specified time limit.

To win the game, there must be a pathway of bamboo from the left side of the board to the right. A pathway means the bamboo hexagons must be next to each other and the pathway cannot be blocked by caves or trees.

It is possible that the game ends and you do not win.